
 

Colours 

The site will feature a blue based colour scheme, based around the #1d4f8a colour. For body text, a light grey 

background of #111111 will be used alongside a text colour of #0c223b. The header and nav area will have a 

background image of the Tyne bridge with white text. 

Homepage Desktop Styles 

<body> - this will be a fluid width of 100% of the monitors width, however on screen sizes larger than 1220px it will 

be limited to 80%, with a minimum width of 1200px, to stop it getting too wide on widescreen monitors, for instance 

1920x1080 widescreen monitors. The content will also be centred using a margin of “0 auto” to centre it.  

<header> - This will contain the title of the webpage in a h1 tag, along with a subtitle of what the current page is. 

<nav>: A horizontal menu using an unordered list for the website. Each link will have a hover effect which makes the 

text bold and the background darker. The background of the links will be a transparent shade of the #1d4f8a base 

colour, becoming more opaque when hovered over.  

<div> class flex_wrapper: no real styles here except to define a flex row layout 

<aside>: Both instances are used as sidebars. Both will be 200 pixels wide, and will have a different flexbox position 

depending on the class. 

<main>: this has a minimum width of 400px, and stretches as much as it can via flexbox.  

<div> class float_box: This defines an info box that floats right in a container. Used for images to wrap around text or 

the address in the footer. 

<footer>: text is centred within it. 



 

Vertical Tablet Layout Changes (850px or under): 

<div> class flex_wrapper: changed to a flex column layout 

<header>: edited background image used which isn’t as wide 

<div class page_title>: reduced font size 

<img>: max width set to 80vw 

<div class float_box> - no longer floats. 

  



 

Mobile layouts changes (550px or lower): 

All flex layouts are now columns – everything is a stacked column 

<header> - height of 50vw, max height of 270px, min height of 185px 


